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V. P. KRAVCHUK 1 , Y. B. GAIDIDEI1 , D. D. SHEKA2 

Curvature effects in thin magnetic shells 
1 Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyiv, Ukraine 

E-mail: vkravchuk@bitp.kiev.ua 
2 National T. Shevchenko University of Kyiv, Ukraine 

Recently the equations of magnetization dynamics were derived for a cou
ple of certain curvilinear cases: cylindrical (1] and spherical [2] geometries. 
Here we propose a general theory (3] where the equations of the magnetiza
tion dynamics are derived for an arbitrary curved thin shell in the assump
tion that the magnetostatic effects can be reduced to an effective easy-surface 
anisotropy. General static solutions are obtained in the limit of a strong 
anisotropy of both signs (easy-surface and easy-normal cases). It is shown 
that the effect of the curvature can be treated as appearance of an effec
tive magnetic field which is aligned along the surface normal for the case of 
easy-surface anisotropy and it is tangential to the surface for the case of easy
normal anisotropy. In general, the existence of such a field denies the solutions 
strictly tangential as well as strictly normal to the surface. As an example we 
consider static equilibrium solutions and linear dynamics for a cone surface 
magnetization. 

[1] P. Landeros, A.S. Nunez, J. Appl. Phys. 108, (2010), p. 033917. 

[2] V.P. Kravchuk, et al., Phys. Rev. B 85, (2012), p. 144433. 

[3] Y. Gaididei, V.P. Kravchuk, D.D. Sheka, arXiv:1311.2026, (2013). 

V. N. KONDRATYEV 1 , I. V. KRES1, I. M. KADENK0 1 , 

S. CHERUBINI2 , C. SPITALERI2 

Astrophysical S-factor for nuclear burning 
studies 

1 Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev, Ukraine 
2 Universita di Catania e Laboratori Nazionali del Sud-INFN, Catania, Italy 

E-mail: kres-casper@mail.ru 

Nuclear reactions are commonly recognized to give the predominant basic 
energy source for an evolution of the Universe. Studies of atomic nuclei are 
crucial, thereby, for learning and exploring such a renewable nuclear fuel. The 
fusion reactions of light nuclei provide the predominant energy component in 
main sequence stars. Iron gives then the final ash for nuclear reaction chains 
at hydrostatic burning. The thermonuclear fusion reactors are the respective 
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0. V. PYLYPOVSKYI1, D. D. SHEKA1, V. P. KRAVCHUK 2 , 

D. MAKAROV3 , 0 . G. SCHMIDT3 , Y. GAIDIDEI2 

Mobius-strip shaped nanomagnet with easy-axis 
anisotropy 

1 Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine 
E-mail: engraver@univ.net. ua 

2 Bogulyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukraine 
3 Institute for Integrative Nanosciences, IFW Dresden, Germany 

Properties of Mobius strip shaped magnetic nanoparticles with easy-axis 
anisotropy are studied and compared with untwisted bar-shaped strip [1 , 2]. 
In the case of the weak easy-axis anisotropy, the vortex state is formed. It 
corresponds to a single-domain state in the planar strip. Growth of the 
anisotropy rate results in the competition between dipolar interaction and 
easy-axis anisotropy. The bar-shaped particles become multidomain. Twist
ing of the planar bar to the Mobius strip leads to the state which is unique for. 
this geometry: a topologically protected domain wall. Magnetization is di
rected perpendicularly to the strip surface in the case of the strong anisotropy 
and one domain with one domain wall appears due to twisting. In general case 
for large samples the odd number of transversal walls is formed in particular 
places of the strip. 

fl] MAGPAR finite element micromagnetics package, http://www.magpar.net 

[2] Computing Center of Bayreuth University, http: // rz.uni-bayreuth.de 

0. Yu. RAGULINA 

Optimal Control in the Classical Risk Model: 
Maximization of the Survival Probability by 

Franchise and Deductible Amounts 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine 
E-mail: lena_ ragulina@mail.ru 

We deal with the problem of survival probability maximization in the 
classical risk model when an insurance company has the opportunity to choose 
franchise and deductible amounts continuously. As a rule, these provisions 
are applied when the insured 's losses are relatively small to deter the large 
number of trivial claims. Moreover, a deductible stimulates the insured to 
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tasks coarse-to-fine approach is used mainly for decreasing the number of 
calculation-intensive operations on initial data. Latest results from neuro
physiology in studying the visual system of living beings were discussed. The 
fact of receptive field excitatory zone resizing in neuron of visual system dur
ing visual act allowed considering another view on coarse-to-fine approach for 
computer vision that makes possible to resolve tasks that can not be resolved 
at all by traditional methods. On the basis of systemological analysis of neu
rophysiology sources a new hypothesis about visual neuron's functioning was 
proposed. This hypothesis explains the mechanism and takes into account 
receptive fields excitatory zones resizing during visual act. 

D. D. SHEKA 

Vortices in Nanomagnetism 
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine 

E-mail: sheka@univ.net.ua 

Vortices are ubiquitous in nature: from a micro- to a macrocosm. In 
Nanomagnetism vortices are topologically distinct and robust magnetic con
figurations, providing stables bit on a scale of about hundred nanometers. 
Magnetic nanoparticles in vortex state and their structures are very promis
ing candidates for the high density magnetic storage and high speed magnetic 
random access memory. One bit of information corresponds to the upward 
or downward magnetization of the vortex core (vortex polarity), another one 
corresponds to the clockwise or counterclockwise direction of magnetization 
circulation (vortex chirality). Exciting the vortex motion by high-frequency 
magnetic fields or by a spin polarized currents, one can switch the vortex 
polarity and chirality on a scale of nanometers and picoseconds. 

The purpose of the talk is to overview the current stage of this rapidly 
developing field of Nanomagnetism. 

I. SHEVCHENKO 

What role do science and education play in 
social and industrial development of society? 

Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Kyiv, Ukraine 
E-mail: igorshevchenko@yahoo.com 

It would be correct to say, that since Reb~ascence the influence of science 
and education on the social and the industrial development of society has 
been only positive. Today, however, the very fact of asking this question itself 
presupposes that the role of science and education might be different and 
not necessarily positive. It means that current scientific investigations give 
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0. VISHCHUK 

Editor's work with authors-children 
National Technical University of Ukraine "Kyiv Polytechnic Institute", Kyiv, 

Ukraine 
E-mail: okbilyk@gmail.com 

Editor's work with authors-children in Ukraine realizes in five different 
forms: 1. Children's books editing at publishing houses. 2. Children's arti
cles editing at a newspaper or magazine. 3. Children's newspaper editing (at 
schools or at journalism clubs). 4. Leading of a children's journalism club or 
young author's club. 4. Realization of master-classes for young authors. Each 
form has a different influence on young authors and requires different com
petences and functions. Editor's functions can be performed also by teachers 
who manage a school newspaper or even by students and older pupils. 

In general work with authors-children has two significant parts: children's 
texts editing and communication with a young author. Children's texts have 
several unique qualities like particular syntax and style: even children's typical 
mistakes are different from adult's. Communication with authors-children also 
has some differences: editor needs to act like a teacher, to include educational 
activities, to consider children's psychology. 

0. M. VOLKOV1, V. P. KRAVCHUK2 , D. D. SHEKA1 , Y. B. GAIDIDEI2 

0rtsed Field Influence on Current Induced 
Periodical Structures in Ferromagnetic 

N anostripes 
1 National T. Shevchenko University of Kyiv, Ukra'ine 

E-mail: alexey@volkov.ca 
2 Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyiv, Ukraine 

In our work, we have studied an action of strong perpendicular pure spin
current on the nanomagnets of various forms: planar two-dimensional films 
fl , 2], narrow onedimensional wires [3] with square cross-section and long 
stripes with rectangular cross-section [4]. In all these cases we have found 
periodical magnetization structures induced by spin-current. Also we found 
out that in the case of thin Ni-stripes the current-induced 0rsted field is weak 
and does not change significantly the form of the periodical magnetization 
structures. In the case of thin Py-stripes the saturated single domain state 
becomes unfavourable and two-domain state with longitudinal domain wall 
appears instead. 
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I. YEGOROV 

Key tendencies of S&T development of Ukraine 
and its international dimension (review of 

statisitcal indicators) 
Institute of Economy and Forecasting, Kyiv, Ukraine 

E-mail: igor _ yegorovl @ukr.net 

To analyze current situation in R&D and innovation sphere, a number of 
different indicators were used in the paper. It is important to stress that 
innovation and R&D systems in Ukraine were "internally-oriented", and not 
all internationally recognized indicators were used in the national statistics. 
This creates certain problems, and requires combination of different types 
of indicators (both internal and international) for correct reflection of the 
situation. 

As to the qualitative evaluation, it is worth to note, that Ukrainian S&T 
policy has not changed substantially in recent years. Up to now, the main fo
cus of government policy mix is on direct support of R&D in selected sectors 
(state-sponsored academies of sciences, some branch institutes and univer
sities) and provision of financing to specific innovation programs. The gap 
between the higher education sector and the industry remains substantial. 
Current legislation does not allow universities or research institutes to be 
founders of spin-off companies with non-state ownership in Ukraine. 

N. V. ZADOIANCHUK, G. V. KONDRATIEVA 

The solvability of optimal control problem for 
degenerate parabolic variational inequality 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Kyiv, Ukraine 
E-mail: zadoianchuk.nv@gmail.com, glafirakondratyeva@gmail.com 

The main object of investigation is the optimization problem for the next 
degenerate parabolic variational inequality 

T T 
J J v · (v - y)pdxdt + J .f(\ly, \l(v - y)) 'Jf.N pdxdt 2'. 
on on 

T T 
2'. J J .f · (v - y)d.rdt + J J 11, · (1• - y)d:rdt. 

on on 
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